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Investment: India-UAE signed CEPA to boost bilat-
eral trade to $100bn in five years

PM says environmental sustainability can only be 
achieved through climate justice

Economy: India needs to connect resources to re-
duce logistics cost

Economy: Market participants urged to strive for 
efficiency and transparency
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Manufacturing: PM says Rs.450,000cr defence or-
ders being processed in various stage

Exports: Have separate e-commerce chapter for MS-
MEs in FTP
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Exports: Dept of Commerce being revamped for 
$2trn trade by 2027
Read More...

Exports: CEPA will open vistas of opportunity for 
Indian trade
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Investment: Singapore’s Azentio launches Samco 
Mutual Fund to manage asset classes

Investment: Dubai’s GII invests Rs.500cr in 1-India 
Family Mart
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Investment: Cyril Amarchard Mangaldas advised 
IRFC on $500m climate bonds

Investment: ProArch says Enhops acquisition is 
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Investment: Luxembourg-based GEM’s $100m 
boosts 5Fire IPO prospects
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Investment: Hiranandani Group to invest Rs.3,500cr 
on Tez Platforms

Investment: ISSPL announces acquisition of Jaipur 
test laboratory
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Market: India on rising trajectory of innovation
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Markets: VCTI grows as the US market expands 
high-speed broadband
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Markets: ERGO makes Mumbai development centre 
part of global hub

Markets: Spice industry told to double exports to 
$10bn by 2027
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Market: e-commerce industry seen growing by 84% 
to $111bn by 2024
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Markets: India’s Ready to Eat Food Market to grow at 
18.63% CAGR

Markets: TAG expands into Indo-Pacific markets, 
sets up New Delhi office
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31.1%
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my courses
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